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Our current single speed line offers features like:
- Stainless steel materials
- Anti-Drop inner plates
- Long Life treatment
- Heavy-Duty (HX)
- Inner plate Chamfering

Our Inox chain mixes stainless steel parts with Long-Life technology and Anti-Drop
Chamfered innerplates
Because of the special shape of the inner plate, the chain will not drop, even after
it has stretched a lot
We are the only chain maker offering this feature for Single speed chains.
The Long Life treatment will enhance chain life considerably
Reinforced chains, which offer 30% greater strength, for the toughest
environments and strongest riders
For silent and smooth running
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Longlif

eXtra Stretch Proof
LongLife
Standard
CHAINLIFE
Our X-SP and LongLife treatments effectively enhance durability.
Result: longer chain life!
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You may wonder: “What is so special about the chain on my internal gear bike?”
Indeed, most chain manufacturers may agree with you, so they only offer you one model.

Different use, different product
We think differently. A chain for a Rohloff 14-speed internal gear equipped bike has other quality requirements compared with a chain fitted to a children’s bike. That is why we have put a lot of effort into the development of non-derailleur chains, which were solely developed
for single speed or internal gear bikes. Why? Because people who ride internal geared bikes are all different; some ride once a month, some
over 100 kilometres each day. So, different uses require different products.
You do not expect the chain on your expensive bike to be worn down after only 2000 kilometres.
KMC’ s philosophy also applies here. We want to make products suitable for every kind of
cycling requirement; from basic economy to heavy duty long life chains.

THE INTERNAL GEAR CHAIN

SPECIFICAT IONS
Sizes
Application
LongLife
Stainless steel
Anti-Rust
No-Drop
HeavyDuty

: 1/2”x1/8” (wide) 1/2”x3/32” (narrow)
: any internal gearhub drive train without a
derailleur
: all ‘X’ models
: only Inox chain
: all ‘RB’ models
: all models, except Z410
: all ‘HX’ models
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